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Overview

 „Seltene Gelegenheiten - „Rare Occasions“

 Goals and Hopes of the Alliance

 Current Projects and Events



Auction of rare occasions(1)

 In the tradition of elegant classic auctions, 

ACHSE has been organizing for 10 years 

high-level auctions , also in cooperation 

with Christie´s

 Hundred of „Lots“: Contemporary Art and 

encounters with personalities of our time: 

Actors, painters, musicians, politicians, 

etc.pp

 For example: A walk trough Venice with 

Ulrich Tukur, a house concert with the 

world famous pianist, Igor Levit, Olafur 

Eliasson



Auction of rare occasions(2)

 Over time: ACHSE established a network 

of artists and galleries.

 Auction: 1-2 times a year. Profit: Between 

80.000 Euro und 250.000 Euro on famous 

places, in combination with a charity-

Dinner for 100-150 guests, always fully 

booked. 

 Benefit: Establish networks at a high 

donor level



Advantages this format brings 

 Popular format with major donors

 Great recognition value

 Network event, also for the donors

 Connection to ACHSE

 „Glamor and Glamor “ for the  “Rare“

 Very emotional event; communicates the 

concerns of people with rare diseases.



A Fundraising pillar for ACHSE with 150 guest since 

10 years

 Generate money by the auction and offer additionally other 

possibilities to donor, like sponsoring memberships

 Attract new supporters

 Creation of a steady growing donor network

 Fundraising: Fun



Challenge: Covid-19

 Cancellation of the charity dinner and the auction

 Idee: Rare Occasions Online



How does it work?

 „“Normal“ acquisition of „Rare 

Occasions“: Art works, travels, encounters, 

discoveries

 Cooperation with a fundraising agency, that 

provides fundraising tools, platform and 

design

 Registration and accreditiation: Website 

ACHSE  Forwarding to the Online-

Gallery> Entrance with a special 

access>Exploring the lots>Bidding>Win? 



How does it work? (1)

 Creation of a catalogue for the friends and 

donors Telephone bids possible

 Extension of the period of bidding. Instead 

of an evening event about four hours, the 

auction losts over three days.

 Parallely: Dinner with 40 persons, in 

compliance with the hygiene regulations



How does it work?(2)

 Advertising over Social Media and 

classic invitation by post

 Mixture between digital and tradition



Seltene Gelegenheiten 2021



A format for the future?

Pros:

 Opportunity to reach younger

target groups

 Opportunity to reach more

people

 Inexpensive and more

modern

 location- independent

 Stay in contact with your

donors and firends

Cons

 There is no „real“ togetherness

 Online auction could never create the glamour, 

the power, the dynamic and energy of a life

auction

 Online? Distance for older people

 Art needs the direct view

 Technical difficulties: Wifi available?



Resumé

 For ACHSE: Not the ideal format

 Profit: 70.000 Euro> with a lot of telephone bids

 Difficult positioning due to the flood in the digital media

 Accreditation is challenging for a lot of people

 Works of art cannot be viewed directly

 For the future: Hybrid auctions. Life-Streaming from the

auction to all the people, who love online auctions and who

cannot be there>telephone-bidding



Thank you for your attention 

Saskia de Vries,

Head of  Philanthropy and large donations, ACHSE, Germany

Germany


